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1. Searchs for a line in the textfile and find a duplicate of it. 2. Allows the user to adjust the "find-
match" values on the right-side of the main window. (configurable) 3. Allows the user to adjust the
"dont-doubly" values on the right-side of the main window. (configurable) 4. If the "duplicate-line"
value is above 1, then the "dont-doubly" values are ignored. DoubleFinder Requirements: 1.
DoubleFinder is a stand-alone program, it does not need any librarys. 2.
The textfiles used to discover doubled lines do not require special formatting. 3. DoubleFinder can
handle textfiles with ANSI encoding. 4. DoubleFinder can also handle files that contain BOM's 5.
DoubleFinder can handle files that contain more than 9,999,999 characters. DoubleFinder
Requirements: 1. DoubleFinder is a stand-alone program, it does not need any librarys. 2.
The textfiles used to discover doubled lines do not require special formatting. 3. DoubleFinder can
handle textfiles with ANSI encoding. 4. DoubleFinder can also handle files that contain BOM's 5.
DoubleFinder can handle files that contain more than 9,999,999 characters. 6. DoubleFinder uses a
recursive algorithm that has a complexity of O(n^2) to find duplicates. 7. The library contains the
essential classes for this program. DoubleFinder Library: 1. DoubleFinder searches
for duplicate lines using a recursive algorithm. 2. Uses a Linear Search Algorithm to
find the lines in a file. 3. Uses stringbuilder to build the string that will be returned. DoubleFinder
Library: 1. DoubleFinder searches for duplicate lines using a recursive algorithm. 2. Uses
a Linear Search Algorithm 
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• Watch multiple folders and FTP sites for unwanted changes. • Automatically change one file in
each folder. • Automatically archive FTP folders and replace them with a local copy. • Removes FTP
file properties and archives. • Automatically uploads archives to the FTP server. • Automatically
FTP's a file to a remote FTP server. • Removes FTP file properties and archives. • Watch FTP sites
and their contents for updates to text files. • Watch multiple FTP sites and their contents for updates
to text files. • Watch multiple folders and FTP sites for unwanted changes. • Automatically change
one file in each folder. • Automatically archive FTP folders and replace them with a local copy. •
Removes FTP file properties and archives. • Automatically uploads archives to the FTP server. •
Automatically FTP's a file to a remote FTP server. • Watch FTP sites and their contents for updates
to text files. • Watch multiple FTP sites and their contents for updates to text files. • Watch multiple
folders and FTP sites for unwanted changes. • Automatically change one file in each folder. •
Automatically archive FTP folders and replace them with a local copy. • Removes FTP file properties
and archives. • Automatically uploads archives to the FTP server. • Automatically FTP's a file to a
remote FTP server. • Watch FTP sites and their contents for updates to text files. • Watch multiple
FTP sites and their contents for updates to text files. • Watch multiple folders and FTP sites for
unwanted changes. • Automatically change one file in each folder. • Automatically archive FTP
folders and replace them with a local copy. • Removes FTP file properties and archives. •
Automatically uploads archives to the FTP server. • Automatically FTP's a file to a remote FTP
server. • Watch FTP sites and their contents for updates to text files. • Watch multiple FTP sites and
their contents for updates to text files. • Watch multiple folders and FTP sites for unwanted changes.



• Automatically change one file in each folder. • Automatically archive FTP folders and replace them
with a local copy. • Removes FTP file properties and archives. • Automatically uploads archives to
the FTP server. • Automatically FTP's a file to a remote FTP server. • Watch FTP sites and their
contents for updates to text files. • Watch 2edc1e01e8
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1. Create a properties file with the key "user.file" containing the textfile's directory and name, and
save it to the users home folder. This file will be used to find the textfile automatically. 2. Create a
little bootstrap command line tool that will start the actual app: DoubleFinder. 3. The app will create
a temporary file with the current day's date. It will then list all files with the same timestamp in a
directory in the "user.file". The textfile in the current directory will then be passed to the checker
function. The checker will compare the text of the current textfile to the one in the temporary file.
The tool will then only keep the entries that have changed, and delete the old one. 4. The tool will
then start up again with the same parameters. DoubleFinder is a small utility that can search and
eliminate doubled lines in textfiles. DoubleFinder Description: 1. Create a properties file with the
key "user.file" containing the textfile's directory and name, and save it to the users home folder. This
file will be used to find the textfile automatically. 2. Create a little bootstrap command line tool that
will start the actual app: DoubleFinder. 3. The app will create a temporary file with the current day's
date. It will then list all files with the same timestamp in a directory in the "user.file". The textfile in
the current directory will then be passed to the checker function. The checker will compare the text
of the current textfile to the one in the temporary file. The tool will then only keep the entries that
have changed, and delete the old one. 4. The tool will then start up again with the same parameters.
DoubleFinder is a small utility that can search and eliminate doubled lines in textfiles. DoubleFinder
Description: 1. Create a properties file with the key "user.file" containing the textfile's directory and
name, and save it to the users home folder. This file will be used to find the textfile automatically. 2.
Create a little bootstrap command line tool that will start the actual app: DoubleFinder. 3. The app
will create a temporary file with the current day's date. It will then list all files with the same
timestamp in a directory in the "user.file". The textfile in
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Remove any line that appears twice. By doing so, you can quickly find whether any of your text files
contains duplicates. Features: Print warning messages for lines that should be removed Supports
regular expressions for finding doubles Supports UTF-8 and UNICODE Supports 4, 8, and 16-bit
BMP files Usage: Simply run DoubleFinder on any text files When it is done, press F2 to print the
output Options:



System Requirements For DoubleFinder:

Supported System Requirements: Ver.0.2.1 Ver.0.2.0 Ver.0.1.3 Ver.0.1.2 Ver.0.1.0 Ver.0.0.4
Ver.0.0.3 Ver.0.
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